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SUMMARY:
... Judges do not cite theoretical articles often; they rarely "apply" theories to particular cases. ... Most theories
acquire recognition by tests in practice. ... Theories help us retain memory. ... The theories of numbers and logic are of
this sort. Such theories are not amenable to testing in the real world. ... Many theories, says Dr. Holland, are linear,
based on the reasoning by "if ... then. ... Useful and Less Useful Theories for Practitioners ... B. Theories Should Be
Implemented in Practice Cautiously ... To make them work, theories may require a metamorphosis and a transition. ...
Theories may not materialize in practice as expected. ... Theories and ideas are useful, even if they do not have
immediate practical value. ...
TEXT:
Introduction
Much has been written about theory and practice in the law, and the tension between practitioners and theorists. n1
Judges do not cite theoretical articles often; n2 they rarely "apply" theories to particular cases. n3 I do not revisit these
arguments. Instead I explore the working and interaction of theory and practice, practitioners and theorists.
Part I of this Article tells a story about solving a legal issue using our intellectual tools - theory, practice, and their
progenies: experience and "gut." Part II elaborates on the nature of theory, practice, experience and gut. Part III of the
Article discusses theories that are helpful to practitioners and those that are less helpful. I conclude that practitioners
theorize, and theorists practice. They use these intellectual tools differently because the goals and orientations of
theorists and practitioners, and the constraints under which they act, differ. Theory, practice, experience and gut help us
think, remember, decide and create. They complement each other like the two sides of the same coin: distinct but
inseparable.
I. Creating a Bank GIC
My story relates to the creation of bank Guaranteed Interest Contracts or GICs, as they are called. In the early 1980s I
served part-time as a consultant to Bankers Trust Company, New York. In the bank I was a practitioner, but many staff
members viewed me as an academic - not necessarily a compliment. I remember my work on GICs with fondness
because it helped me "earn my wings" and become one of the group.
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GICs emerged with the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 ("ERISA"). n4 Before ERISA,
employers could pay their retired employees the promised lifelong pensions from corporate profits, year by year. n5 But
if employers became insolvent, retirees, some of whom worked for forty years believing they had a secure retirement,
found themselves unsecured creditors and received nearly nothing. Congress reacted to the failure of one very large
employer by passing ERISA. n6 The Act requires employers to fund their future pension obligations, that is, to put aside
reserves. n7 Therefore, pension plans consist of two periods: a pay-in period during the employees' work years, in
which employers contribute to the reserve fund and the money is invested, and a payout period, in which retiring
employees receive pensions from the reserve fund. n8 Most employers use the reserve funds to buy lifelong insurance
annuities for their retired employees. n9
In the late 1970s, insurance companies began to offer employers a funding mechanism for the pay-in period. n10
These are the GICs. Under the GICs, insurance companies (1) accepted from employers the employers' contributions to
the reserve fund; (2) paid out all pensions, and death benefits; and (3) paid to the pension plan a fixed interest on the net
amounts that the insurance companies held. n11
For the insurance companies these were lucrative arrangements. Bankers Trust's personnel wanted to offer the same
contracts to their customers-employers. However, the general opinion was that GICs are insurance, and banks are not
allowed to offer this type of insurance. n12
I was presented with a problem: Is there a legal way for the bank to enter the GICs market? A difference between a
practitioner and a theorist comes to light at this point. I did not look for the problem; it came to me; it appeared on my
desk. As a theorist I could have chosen this problem, but I was free to look for another interesting issue. An additional
difference between the roles of a theorist and a practitioner emerges. As a practitioner I sought a way for Bankers Trust
to offer and issue GICs. Failure to find a way would have meant a disappointment, or even have been considered a
personal failure. In contrast, as a theorist, it would have made no difference to me whether my conclusions and analysis
led to one result or another. The orientation of my "practitioner self" was to seek a concrete result and solve the problem
for the bank. The orientation of my "theorist self" was to seek the truth regardless of the effect on the bank. To be sure,
both "selves" must convince others of the correctness of their conclusions. But at Bankers Trust, I had to convince my
general counsel, the Banking Commissioner, and perhaps the courts. As a theorist I would have had to convince my
colleagues. These audiences do not always follow the same criteria for correctness nor do they reward in the same coin.
Returning to the story. It soon became clear that I had not one but two problems. One problem was whether GICs
were insurance contracts, reserved exclusively to the insurance industry and prohibited to anyone else. The other
problem was whether, even if GICs were not reserved to the insurance industry, the offering of GICs was an activity
permissible to banks. This second question arose quickly, as a result of experience. Experience comes with practice.
Practice involves repetition. For anyone working in a bank's legal department in the 1980s, the question of bank powers
was a recurrent theme. n13 Therefore, the question surfaced immediately. A theorist without practice-based experience
in this area of law might have asked the same questions only after more, and perhaps extensive, research. Further,
experience did not merely help me pose the questions; it also served to give me a more nuanced understanding of the
issues.
My next step was to meet the bank's staff that proposed the GIC offering. I asked about the precise terms of the
arrangement, and especially what were the insurance companies' obligations, time limitations, and financial rewards.
Here again experience helped; this time, experience as a theorist. In the 1970s, I wrote an S.J.D. thesis on variable
annuities. n14 That subject involved distinctions between insurance annuities and securities, and required an
understanding of insurance. I remembered that insurance laws differentiate between "insurance contracts," such as life
insurance policies and annuities, that contain contingencies - real insurance n15 - and "insurance business," such as
brokerage and investment advisory services, in which insurance companies are permitted to engage, but which are not
real insurance. These other businesses do not involve contingencies. Insurance contracts are reserved to the insurance
industry. Insurance business is not reserved to the insurance industry, and anyone who qualified could engage in that
business.
This understanding led to the question: Are GICs insurance contracts or insurance business? The New York
insurance statute did not explicitly answer the question; neither did the courts or legal publications and treatises. n16
The only evidence that GICs constituted insurance contracts was that insurance commissioners said so and that only
insurance companies offered GICs. That was not enough for me. An examination of the terms of the GICs, as described
by the staff of the bank, led to the conclusion that GICs did not contain contingencies, but rather consisted of
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obligations tied to fixed interest rates and payment dates (including payments on demand). That was enough for me, but
I needed authorities to convince others.
On this issue the history of GICs helped. GICs are the offspring of group annuities. n17 During the pay-in period,
before an employee retires, the reserve fund from which the employee's annuity will be paid is augmented by
employers' contributions and by investments. One type of such investment is the GIC. No insurance contingencies are
involved during this phase because no lifelong annuity retirement payments are made to the particular employees. n18
When insurance companies planned to offer employers such GIC investments, they viewed GICs as annuities
without contingencies. n19 That raised legal uncertainties; the companies were not sure that they had authority to issue
such "contingencies-less" annuities. Therefore, they asked the New York legislature for a clarification, and received it.
n20 The introduction to the bill that authorized insurance companies to offer GICs explained the main reason for the
legislation - to allow insurance companies to offer so-called annuity contracts without insurance contingencies. n21
That was sufficient evidence that GICs were insurance business, and that anyone could offer them.
The second problem involved not only experience, but also the exercise of gut or "intuition." The question was
whether banks could issue GICs. GICs looked like, and were considered to be, annuities shorn of their contingencies
component. However, an examination of the way GICs actually worked revealed arrangements under which insurance
companies received money and paid it out on fixed dates or on demand, under a certain formula, plus a fixed interest
rate on the net amounts held. n22 Stripped of insurance verbiage, which was linked historically to annuities, the
arrangement emerges under a model. A model is a species of a theory, a generalization that may include more than one
item. Under the umbrella of this model rests not only GICs but also bank deposits. GICs do what deposits do. The same
pattern appears in different contexts - an intermediary that receives money and pays out money with fixed interest on a
specified date.
Now the accepted insurance pattern of GICs could be changed to a banking pattern of a deposit. This exercise is
similar to the visual exercise in which two profiles facing each other can also be viewed as a vase. It depends on what
pattern one focuses to produce the image. The vision of a GIC as a bank deposit emerged in a similar process. One
unlocked the traditional view to discover whether the basic features fit another view. They did.
While the insurance analysis was based on experience, which led to the relevant research, the banking analysis was
different. It was not experience that led to this new view of the transaction, but a discovery of a pattern - a gut or
intuition. These will be described in more detail in Part II.
The next step was easy: stripping the insurance legalese and substituting for it the banking legalese. With that done,
out came a deposit that was not merely the equivalent of a GIC, but a banking GIC. The final step was a visit to the
Commissioner of Banking to reduce the risk of a new venture into uncharted waters, and seek support against a legal
attack by the insurance authorities. The Commissioner approved with glee: insurance commissioners have been
protecting their turf against banks and others so zealously! Banks expanded the use of GICs to other purposes with great
success. n23 Today no one questions their authority and no one argues that these are insurance contracts. The process of
conversion involved analysis and research based on theory, practice, experience, and a gut type of pattern recognition.
II. Theory, Practice, Experience and Gut Decisions: How Do They Help Us Think, Remember, Decide and Create?
This Article does not define theory and practice with utmost precision. But the following definitions are generally
correct and are sufficient for the purpose of this discussion.
A. Theory, Practice, and Experience
The dictionary definition of a theory includes words like "analysis," "speculation," "principle," "belief," "hypothesis,"
and "assumption." n24 The thread that connects all these words is critical thinking and generalization - a general view
of parts of the world. n25 Thus, the two components of theory are thinking in its various aspects, and generalization the recognition of observed or imagined patterns covering numerous related details.
The dictionary definition of practice includes "exercise," "custom," "habit," "repeat," and "perfect." n26 The thread
that connects all these words is repetition, whether of acting or thinking. Many of the words defining practice suggest
acting on an automatic pilot, so to speak, with no independent or critical thinking or attention. These words may denote
acting or doing with little mindfulness or attention. That, however, is not necessarily so. An artist practices the piano
with great attention and concentration. The practice of the law and medicine in most cases is far from routine. n27
Therefore, practice is not necessarily mindlessness, but it could be.
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Practice produces experience, both for practitioners and for theorists. Experience is gained by repeated activities,
including thinking. Practice is generally not mere repetition of identical actions, especially if the actions are complex.
Each repeated action changes the actors and their product, adding to their experience, which refines their performance
and enriches their memory.
B. Practice, Experience and Theory Are Closer than Seems at First Blush
Practice is not necessarily devoid of theory. In the story of GICs, the analysis of insurance contracts required both
practice and experience, as well as modeling and generalization. In fact, practice also constitutes recognized patterns of
actions. n28 Practice also involves creativity. A practitioner discovered the telescope, giving rise to later sophisticated
theories. n29 Thomas Edison innovated by trial and error - a practitioner's approach - and later his innovations were
further theorized. n30 Theorists also practice. They practice writing; they practice skimming materials to get to the core
of the substance; they practice judging quickly which conversation will lead to interesting discussions and which will
not; and when they conduct experiments, they practice the most efficient ways to use assistants and materials. Most
importantly practice produces generalizations and theories through the examination of patterns. Most theories acquire
recognition by tests in practice.
C. Practice, Experience and Theory Are Intellectual Tools for Both Theorists and Practitioners
Practice, experience and theory provide efficient tools for thinking, remembering, retaining data to be brought up from
our memory banks when needed, and for effective use of attention. With these tools humans acquire new data and
innovative ideas.
We have a limited capacity for memory. Theories help us retain memory. The items we remember are organized in
categories forming a hierarchy. Thus, in addition to knowledge and understanding, theories create such categories by
grouping many items under the same umbrella, and they help trigger the memory of each item. Useful theories are
simple because they eliminate details that are not deemed relevant to the related patterns and help us organize data. In
the case of the GICs, for example, it was important to remember that a salient difference between insurance and other
contracts is the presence of contingencies. That memory surfaced when we resorted to the general definition of
insurance, and the sub-definitions of insurance contract and insurance business. In addition, and just as important,
theories offer ideas and views of the world to enrich both knowledge and perception.
We have a limited capacity for attention. We are unable to focus on many things all at once. Practice by repetition
and resulting habits allows actors to do one thing and pay attention to another. A novice driver must pay full attention to
driving, more so than a seasoned driver, who can drive while listening to music or speaking to the other passengers. We
perform many functions almost automatically, focusing on these functions only with the appearance of danger signals.
In addition, and just as important, practice produces experience on which shortcuts to memory and ideas are built, as
described in the following Section relating to gut.
Thus, both theories and practice help increase our database of knowledge and creativity, but they do so in different
ways. Theories bring ideas that usually come incrementally and are subject to critical evaluations and continuous
revisions. While continuous revisions are time-consuming, theories can result in fewer serious mistakes. It is only when
a dramatic change occurs that our theories - our structured thinking - must change. Practice is different. Because we
automatize some of our actions or thoughts, we can pay attention to other things. Practice-based experience adds to our
data banks and feeds our theorizing. However, in contrast to theorizing, automatic actions and thoughts are not reexamined. While practice is more efficient than theorizing, it may result in significant future mistakes, and when these
are found, habits must change. Practice and theory, however, are not entirely distinct. A well-accepted theory acquires
the force of habitual thinking and may be as hard to change as any habit. Nonetheless, changing a theory involves the
habitual tool of critical evaluation. In that respect, changing habits is harder because it requires additional critical
awareness, which is not involved in gaining habits by practice.
D. Prototypes of Theorists and Practitioners
The objective, direction, constraints, and risks of theorists and practitioners differ. Theorists seek to discover
interesting, preferably hidden, problems in our complex and puzzling universe. They strive to understand and explain
these problems, and sometimes to suggest solutions for them. Theorists offer ideas or hypotheses and prove them true or
false, right or wrong. Regardless of whether they are correct or convincing, theorists make others (both theorists and
practitioners) think, challenge them, and expand their awareness. n31
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In contrast, practitioners rarely invent problems for their own sake, nor seek hidden ones. The problems
practitioners face may be obvious - a conflict among parties; a draught; an epidemic; political unrest; a declining
corporate profit margin. Practitioners focus on achieving concrete results in the real world: winning the case, inducing
settlement among the parties; managing the water supply; finding a cure; seeking an armed or diplomatic solution to the
unrest; or rejuvenating the product and organization of the faltering corporation. n32 Thus, the focus and objectives of
theorists and practitioners differ.
The constraints under which theorists and practitioners function also differ. While both strive to complete their
projects and both are subject to deadlines, of the two, theorists have more time to think. Practitioners must often
complete their projects faster, and "think on their feet" with no opportunity to ponder, deliberate, and review. n33 Some
practitioners, such as corporate directors, are under a double pressure - required by law to be informed and deliberate,
yet pressed by the corporate environment to meet short deadlines. n34 Therefore, practitioners must use shortcuts to get
quick answers and make quick decisions. To them, generalizations, theories, good organization of materials and ideas,
and other time-conserving mechanisms are crucial.
Practitioners and theorists act under other constraints. However, practitioners must achieve results under greater
imposed constraints beyond their control. n35 A practicing physician's goal of curing patients is constrained by the
patients' physical conditions and behavior, availability of funds, and sometimes, cultural limitations and beliefs. Even
though judges, like other practitioners, have options and discretion, judges must reconcile their decisions with
precedents, rules of procedure, and weight of evidence. Their decisions are subject to revisions by higher courts and the
legislatures, and, within limits, to the norms of their profession and the pressures of their peers. Lawyers operate under
similar limitations, in addition to financial, competitive, and political pressures.
In contrast, theorists enjoy more freedom than practitioners. Many a theory is grounded in self-imposed rules,
bound by limitations of the theorists' own making - the ground rules that they establish to determine true and false, right
and wrong. The theories of numbers and logic are of this sort. n36 Such theories are not amenable to testing in the real
world. Theories exploring right and wrong human behavior, based on moral, economic, or other principles, are subject
to such "man-made" limiting ground rules; so also are theories exploring the purpose of life, the meaning of death, the
nature of the universe, God, and our relationships to each other. These theories are shaped and bound by human
intellectual and emotional constructs: reason, faith, and love, and subject to the theorists' controls. Not all theorists,
however, are as free. Theories about how the world was created require real-world proof or disproof, directly or
indirectly, and are subject to real-world constraints. Similarly, experiments in genetic engineering are limited by the
availability of genes and legal limits on experiments. These limitations are beyond the control of the theorists.
Most importantly, theorists are exposed to lesser personal risks than practitioners. Failures are painful, but the
failures of theorists are often less final. The less "practical" theorists' work is, the less risk it poses to themselves and to
others. Theorists may suffer from failure to convince their colleagues, but opinions of colleagues can be wrong or may
change. In contrast, practitioners may suffer from failure to achieve their targets - to win the cases, heal the patients.
These failures are more overt, affect third parties, and are often irreversible and final. Court cases are lost; the patients
die. Thus, practitioners take greater personal risks than do theorists.
E. The Uses of Gut
Both practitioners and theorists use gut as a shortcut, timesaving tool. Presumably, if they had the time, they could
explain their thought process and the reasons for their decisions. This mechanism is similar to the use of abbreviations,
such as USA, and both practitioners and theorists resort to it. n37
More importantly, practitioners and theorists use gut as a shortcut, pattern-searching, thinking tool in situations
within complex, adaptive and changing systems. In Hidden Order: How Adaptation Builds Complexity, Dr. John
Holland offers the building blocks of a theory of complex adaptive systems, usually populated by adaptive agents. n38
Constant adaptation to other adaptive agents and the system as a whole is the major source of complexity and everchanging rules under which such agents act. Many theories, says Dr. Holland, are linear, based on the reasoning by "if
... then." n39 But humans cannot calculate large, constant variations and probabilities. Further, these theories are often
based on the assumption that past patterns will be replicated in the future. In many cases these assumptions prove
invalid. Other, more sophisticated assumptions may also prove invalid. n40
In such situations actors often use gut. They draw on memories of experienced actions, decisions, and situations.
Intuition or gut tells them which approach worked and which did not. n41 In the process they search for patterns,
patterns of patterns, and relationships among them, and this search often leads to creative decisions and approaches. n42
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As Dr. Holland notes, agents in a complex adaptive system move from a rule of "if ... then" to a cluster of rules that
can then be automated. n43 The rules are tentative because other rules are also possible, and the combinations of the
rules mainly depend on the questions asked. Thus, rules that emerge from aggregations of details can become
themselves details to be further aggregated. n44 Adaptation to changes alters the structure, or strategy, of the system,
depending on the system's experience. n45 Agents act by rules, and change their rules as experience accumulates. n46
Aggregation of rules, categorization of patterns, theories, and models, are ways of simplifying complex systems by
putting similar items together and treating them as equivalent. We discard details, which we decide are not relevant for
the particular question, and combine the details which we consider bearing on the question.
Top executives often function by gut, and engage in pattern searching when complexity is great. Says AOL's Bob
Pittman:
You have to figure out what the picture is. What does it all mean? It's not just a bunch of data. There's a message in
there... . Every time I get another data point I've added another piece to the jigsaw puzzle, and I'm closer to seeing the
answer. And then, one day, the overall picture suddenly comes to me. n47
Pittman also says, ""your mind continuously processes information that you are not consciously aware of, not only
when you're asleep and dreaming but also when you're awake.'" n48 "Aha" may be a reaction to something you read and
have a feeling you already knew. n49
In shortcut thinking, experienced practice - the database produced by practice - is important to successful outcomes.
The experienced chess player dredges from memory the images of winning and losing chessboard situations. The master
chess player will be right most of the time. A less experienced chess player, having fewer memories on which to draw,
will make wrong moves more often.
F. Testing Gut Decisions by Reasoning
Successful gut decisions depend on an evaluation of their result. If we can determine the correctness of these results
easily, then no more is required, and gut decisions are adopted. But if we cannot easily test their success, reasoning
helps double-check the results. The converse is also true. Gut can help check the correctness of reasoning.
For example, a master chess player's gut decision is convincingly correct because (1) the master is the sole master
of the decision, (2) the chess game movements are unambiguous, are fairly clearly correlated, and the feedback from the
movements is fairly quick and direct, and (3) the result - winning - is clear and unambiguous. Similarly, a basketball
player alone throws the ball, even though he acts as a member of a team, his action is visible, and the result (ball falls
within or outside the basket) is unambiguous. In both cases actors are guided by gut, which is in turn strengthened and
enriched by experience. In both cases the actors cannot, but need not, accurately articulate and rationalize their decision
process.
In contrast, physicians and lawyers who act by gut cannot be as sure of the correctness of their decision because
they rarely act alone; credit may be due to other than the lawyers' or physicians' contributions. In addition, the details in
their complex activity are not clearly correlated with one another. Further, the results of their actions are not necessarily
directly linked to their decisions. Other factors can contribute to or detract from successful results. Lawyers may lose
their cases because their clients deserve to lose; patients may die even if the physicians performed brilliantly, guided by
experienced gut. n50 The reverse may also be true. Notwithstanding bad gut decisions, clients could be acquitted and
patients may survive. Thus, the successes of lawyers and physicians do not strengthen their experience-based gut to the
same degree that winnings do for the chess master and the basketball player. Even if lawyers and physicians may not be
able to fully articulate the reasons for their decisions, they may try harder to do so.
Theory and reasoning may lead to unacceptable results that must be checked by gut and intuition. We reject a
market theory for adoption ("market for babies") or a cost-benefit analysis for a rapist and its victim, or for the
prevention of rape. n51 Both are examples of applying simplistic linear theories to highly complex social systems, such
as placing children in adults' care, or relationships among the sexes. n52 If we add conditions to the "market for babies"
to adjust for experience and gut, the theory becomes so cluttered with exceptions as to lose its value as a theory - a
general statement of a part of the universe. In that case experience and gut must take the lead.
While a habit of theorizing and reasoning does not invariably lead to a correct, sensible, or acceptable solution, gut
does not lead to the promised land either. n53 Gut can create a habit of looking for patterns. n54 This habit is useful, but
must be exercised in moderation. Always looking for patterns may result in not making any decisions. The converse is
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also true. Automatically following what seems like a rule before the rule's existence is established may result in wrong
decisions. The Washington Post columnist Michael Kelly demonstrates the danger of gut-reliant decisions. n55 After
meeting President Putin, President Bush had this to say: ""I looked the man in the eye; I found him to be very
straightforward and trustworthy... . I was able to get a sense of his soul... . He's an honest, straightforward man who
loves his country. He loves his family. We share a lot of values.'" n56 In a strong reaction Senator Helms noted:
""[President] Putin was far from deserving the powerful political prestige and influence that comes from an excessively
personal endorsement by the president of the United States.'" n57
The worrisome thing about President Bush, said Michael Kelly, is not his mistakes in foreign policy. In fact, he is
effective.
No, what is worrisome is that Bush - and in this he seems dangerously to resemble the foreign-policy-disaster-prone
John F. Kennedy - does not seem to understand, or care about, the limits of gut. He does not seem to want to bother with
the tedious business of study and fact assessment that is the process by which right decisions are most often arrived at which is even then not so often. He does not seem to want to work at the thing. n58
This is precisely the point.
Thus, gut and reason moderate each other. The balance of their mix varies. When the outcome of decisions cannot
be easily judged, or when actors' judgement is inconsistent and emotions play an inappropriate part in the decisions, n59
logic and reason must be brought in as "sanity checks" to help correct mistaken decisions. n60 But when logic and
reason run roughshod over gut perceptions, producing results that "feel very wrong," we should stop to reexamine them.
G. Judges and Practitioners Use Gut, but Must Rationalize
Judges use gut for the same reason that other actors in a complex adaptive system use it. Even though judges are bound
by precedents, they choose the precedents to which they analogize new situations, such as those involving the Internet,
or choose among different precedents, n61 or among different rationales derived from the precedents.
However, judges must rationalize their decisions for the same reasons that other practitioners must. n62 First,
judges should test their gut inclinations for correctness by using reasoning. n63 Many judicial decisions are not
unambiguously correct. Their short-term and long-term impact may differ; the criteria for correctness of judicial
decisions can be controversial, and their effect on society and on the litigants cannot be always easily determined.
Moreover, judges act mostly in groups. Unless they dissent, their personal gut decisions are not publicized and cannot
be tested for correctness. n64 Similarly, practitioners use gut but must rationalize. Like top management, legal
practitioners create for themselves rules, aggregate the rules and adapt them to changes in their environment and in the
behavior of other agents with whom they interact. Second, like other lawmakers, judges must communicate to others the
reasons for their decisions, to guide behavior, establish the rule of law, and render the lawmakers accountable.
A combined use of gut and reason presents a problem of communication. In contrast to the gut timesaving
mechanism, and to rationalization, this process is hard to articulate. n65 For example, a master chess player looking at
the board and contemplating his next move may find a move that "feels" right, without being able to explain why it
does. A master ballplayer knows that he ought to throw the ball in a certain way, but cannot describe his thought process
in making this decision. Herbert Simon says that, "when we use our gut we're drawing on rules and patterns that we
can't quite articulate. [We may be] aware of the result of the perception, but we're not aware of the steps [that led to
them]." n66 Intuition, he says, is the "in-between" steps that are "mysterious only because we don't yet understand how
it works." n67 Like the master chess player, judges have gut feelings based on unarticulated memory of the many cases
which they have decided.
Yet lawmakers, especially judges and regulators, must articulate the reasons for their decisions in a way that would
be shared with the recipients of the information: the higher authorities and those subject to the rules. This tension
between the use of such a basis for decisions and articulating the reasons for the decision has been, and probably will
continue to be, a fertile ground for debate. n68
The same issue was raised with respect to directors of corporations for similar reasons. To render them accountable
for the exercise of power vested in them, directors should articulate the reasons for their decisions. But unlike judges,
under the "business judgment rule" directors need not rationalize their decisions, provided they made these decisions
without conflicts of interest, paid attention to the issues, received adequate information, and deliberated.
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In sum, while gut and reason complement each other they may also paradoxically conflict with each other. They
enhance our ability to innovate and protect us from more serious mistakes that we are likely to make if we choose to
follow only one approach or only the other. n69
III. Useful and Less Useful Theories for Practitioners
A. Practitioners Use Theories to Understand and Learn the Contexts of the Problems with Which They Deal
Theorists can play the role of "expert witnesses," to facilitate better decisions in the law. Legal practitioners are
"generalists"; their context is as broad and diverse as human actions and experiences governed by law. Theories, like
other information, educate lawyers in the context with which they deal, and can point to questions, which are crucial to
the successful achievement of practitioners' objectives. Because practitioners include, in addition to the bench and the
bar, enforcement agencies, regulators, legislatures, and policy makers, theoretical works that are not helpful to one
group of practitioners may greatly help others. If theorists do not satisfy their needs, practitioners do their own
theorizing, n70 and so do public agencies. n71 Congress, for example, has a number of research arms to which it resorts
as well as "think tanks" that produce theoretical work.
B. Theories Should Be Implemented in Practice Cautiously
Some theorists take their separateness from practices to the extreme. They converse mostly with colleagues and write
for colleagues. They may even assert that they are speaking only among themselves; outsiders can listen in, but not
interrupt. n72 Some practitioners may reciprocate to the same degree.
While we need not go to this extreme, separating proposed actions by theorists is not always a bad idea. While they
offer ideas, theorists are not necessarily the most suited to carry out and implement their ideas. While theories and ideas
fuel thinking and creating, not all are necessarily suitable for real-world experience in their original form. n73 To make
them work, theories may require a metamorphosis and a transition. Ideas may be the spark; but to create a fire, wood
and oxygen must be available.
Theories may not materialize in practice as expected. Theories simplify and eliminate some details that may be
crucial for successful implementation. Theories may be based on untested assumptions that, when proven wrong, may
bring catastrophic results. In the context of chaotic systems, such as the markets or the weather, a small faraway event
or the flutter of a feather can result in a crash or a hurricane. One example of this type of crash is the demise of Long
Term Capital Management, a hedge fund that implemented extraordinary ideas of theorists, some of whom were Nobel
Prize winners. n74 Experience refuted one of their assumptions. Risk taking, however, was not the exclusive province
of the theorists. One of the theorists suggested more caution, in light of the assumption, while the business partners
decided to take the risk that led to their downfall. n75 More importantly, while all saw the feather fluttering, no one
seems to have predicted the hurricane until it was too late.
Another example of a theory that was not actively and quickly adopted relates to the role of institutional investors,
mainly mutual funds, and pension funds. These institutional investors used to follow religiously the "Wall Street Rule,"
which holds: if you are dissatisfied with the performance of corporate management whose shares you hold, then sell.
n76 Institutional investors were very reluctant to actively remove the management or interfere in the operations of the
portfolio companies.
Starting about ten years ago, this subject has been the centerpiece of many scholarly works. n77 Theorists urged
institutional investors to change their practice and become active in corporate governance proper. n78 At first blush
their proposed approach was logical. In theory, institutional investors should be active shareholders. Institutional
investors are "professional shareholders." They represent millions of small investors who hold shares in the institutional
investors' portfolios. Institutional investors are the best choice to control errant corporate management. These investors
are the private sector regulators, certainly superior to government regulators as well as to small investors in expertise,
sophistication, and desirable self-interest. Besides, with legal voting power in addition to economic power, institutional
investors should serve the public and at the same time reduce government interference in corporate affairs. As part of
their function, they monitor the corporations whose shares they hold, and have a significant amount of information
about these corporations and about others to compare them with. The sale of a large block of shares can depress the
market price of the shares to the detriment of investors; and "dribbling" shares into the markets may be costly and
render the stock prices uncertain. It makes sense for institutional investors as well as for the public interest to render
corporate management more efficient by taking an active corporate governance role.
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These arguments are logical. They work beautifully in theory, but they do not pass the test of practice and
experience. The investment management industry rejected the invitation to become active investors. Even state pension
funds, the most active of the institutional investors, refrained (after some attempts) from appointing their representatives
to corporate boards of directors. n79
Why was the theory unhelpful in practice? Is the investment management industry simply wrong, following the
trodden road that may have been justified years ago, but not today? I believe that, in the view of the industry and the
regulators, the cost of changing the posture of institutional investors far exceeded the benefits. n80 The theorists noted
the costs involved in these changes, such as significant conflicts of interest and insider trading possibility. But they did
not give these costs the weight that practitioners and regulators did. They may have had a more benign view of, and
stronger belief in, market discipline against financial frauds than the practitioners did. The theorists did not experience,
for example, the problems of being embroiled in the politics of appointing directors.
Further, the self-interest of the two groups differs. While the theorists desire to produce innovative ideas,
practitioners wish to produce profits at lower risks. The risk borne by the two groups also differs. Theorists would not
bear the risks of their proposals; at most their proposals would be rejected. The practitioners would bear the risks of
implementation; failure could be very costly to them. n81 Moreover, the theorists' goal differed. The theorist aimed at
maintaining more control over corporate management. The institutional investors and their regulators aimed at making
sure that the institutions represent investors fairly and maintain investors' trust in them and the system. The two groups
may have had different views of public benefits and risks involved in the changing role of institutional investors.
Theorists were not as concerned about insider trading as institutional investors and regulators were. These investors,
whose main function is to trade in the markets, believed that they would face serious problems of insider trading if their
representative sat on the corporations' boards. n82 Institutional investors are more active in the affairs of their portfolio
corporations when the costs of the Wall Street Rule become very expensive - when the portfolio companies go
bankrupt, for example. In such situations the money managers do not stand idly by, but become active in the bankruptcy
process to protect their investors' interests.
Conclusion
Practitioners and theorists view each other as different. It is natural for people to view what they do as most important.
"Purity" of approach supports self-worth. It limits the number of people involved, encourages exclusivity (e.g.,
development of a language that others cannot understand), and creates a distinctive closed club. n83 The divide seems
to apply also to the audiences whom practitioners and theorists address. Each group tends to those who share its
attitudes and needs.
Theories and ideas are useful, even if they do not have immediate practical value. They may contribute to practice
and challenge our thinking, not only when they are true and right, but also when they are false and wrong. Theories are
useful in different ways to different practitioners, such as legislators and other policy makers, not only to the judges and
the litigation bar. n84 All practitioners should welcome them. n85
Practices are tremendously valuable to theorists in search of novel patterns that have escaped others. Practices are
also valuable because they preserve our attention and help develop innovative approaches to problems. Theorists should
welcome them.
Most importantly, we all need the four intellectual tools of theory and practice, experience and gut. We need them
for thinking, remembering, paying attention, and discovering new patterns. While these mechanisms have conflicting
features, and we resort to them in different ways, they complement each other. We cannot help but incorporate them,
use them, and value them all.
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